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was a student in middle school. She was so quiet, like a flower in a garden. One day, she had to give a talk on . She wasn’t sure she could, but even if someone is quiet they can be brave when the time is right. “Wow, ! You were great!” the surprised told her afterwards. That was the very first time she spoke in front of so many people.
Who Taught the Magpie?

- Trees
- Rain
- Magpie
- Nest
- Wind
The makes its in big ~. When it chatters, “kawk, kawk!” we say good news is coming. When you see its , you can tell from where the ~ will blow. If the ~ blows from the east, it will build the entrance to the west. The clever ~ also covers the inside with mud so that doesn’t get in. I wonder who taught the ~ to be so clever.
Chasing the Weasel

Weasel
Moonlight
Sun Myung Moon
Mountain
Tracks
found * * * in the snow.
He knew he had to find the * * * that had made them. Where did the * * * come from? Did they go all the way over the * ?
ran on and on in the * . Where could the * * be? As the * faded he found the * watching him approach.
gently stroked the * * * fur, and they understood each other.
A delightful collection of stories for young children encouraging them to say the illustrated key words aloud. The stories convey key concepts such as courage or determination, or illustrate the beauty of God’s handiwork through the creation around us.
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